
C. J. Mahaney The Cross Centered Life – study guide

Chapter 3 – Breaking the rules of legalism: 
the cross rescues you from the performance trap.

What it is a legalist?

Where a dozen legalism has its origin, according to Thomas Schreiner?

Where should our worship be focused?

What does C. J. Mahaney mean when he says “our lives make this awful statement on their 
own.”

How does the illustration of the plate spinner help you to see what legalism looks like?

What is the difference between means of experiencing grace and means of earning grace?

What is the result of plate spinning for Stuart's life and his worship?

Do you see signs of legalism in your own life?  Ask yourself the list of diagnostic questions at 
the bottom of page 29.

C. J. Mahaney says that the gospel frees us from the joyless restrictions of legalism.  How does 
this make you feel about examining a right understanding of the gospel?



Getting past the jargon so the gospel impacts our hearts

C.J.  Mahaney explains two jargon Christian terms: justification and sanctification.  It is crucial 
to understand these two terms and to keep them separate if we are going to understand the 
cross and the joy of the Christian life.

Justified: The finished work

What it is the issue?

What does the word justified mean for your status before God?

What does the word status mean?

Give examples of change of status in life in general (i.e. A man changes status from single man 
to husband when he says his marriage vows)

Sanctified: The ongoing work

What does the word sanctification mean for your life as someone who is justified before God?

Don't confuse the two

Do you have a clear grasp of what justification and sanctification are?

What is the difference in God's eyes between the weakest believer and a strongest saint?

So, what is the legalist's mistake?

What can we add to our justification?

So why should we bother with church, reading our Bibles, praying, showing the gospel, serving, 
fasting and all the other parts of the Christian life?

Bronze is an alloy (mixture) of tin and copper.  The Christian life is not an alloy.  Justification is 
separate from sanctification.  The two must not be mixed together in our minds.  We are 
accepted by God by grace through faith in the cross (justification and adoption).  We will 
become like Christ as we think upon his sacrifice for us (sanctification).


